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A theorem by Hardy, Littlewood, and P6lya [I], in the present paper referred 
to as HLP-theorem, applies to the set of nonnegative vectors with a given sum 
of the coefficients, i.e., to sets Rfz = { p / p E W, x:,“pi = const., pi > 0} 
and states the equivalence of a system of inequalities with the action of bistochas- 
tic-matrices 
B denotes the semigroup of bistrochastic n x n matrices and n(i), k(i) are two 
index permutations such that p,(r) > p,(a) ‘2 ... 3 p,(,) and pbVClj > 
P’ > ... 3 p:,(,) . n’(2) A 
The inequalities on the left side of (1) represent an order relation between 
equivalence classes in the vector set i@, equivalence being defined between 
vectors with permuted coefficients. The set of these classes according to (1) 
is partially ordered and was proved to be a lattice [2]. The lattice structure 
applies also to Young diagrams and, correspondingly generalized, to nonnegative 
functions of various types. We found this structure of relevance in many 
seemingly unrelated contexts such as representation theory of the symmetric 
group [2, 31, graph theory [4], stereochemistry [2], information theory [S] and 
statistical mechanics [3, 71. Applications related to the last two disciplines of 
physics, in particular the formulation of irreversibility in nonisolated systems 
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and the definition of appropriate information theoretical concepts led to an 
order relation of a similar type, which applies to classes in the set of pairs of non- 
negative vectors or functions. The valuable context with bistochastic matrices 
according to (l), by analogy suggests a corresponding theorem referring to 
stochastic matrices which appears to be the natural generalization of the HLP- 
theorem. We proved the generalized theorem in “a physicist’s way” using Dirac 
S-functions in Ref. [8]. The aim of the present paper is to present the proof in 
precise mathematical terms, without our original restrictive assumptions. 
One takes advantage from using concepts, which appeared to be valuable for 
the mentioned applications. All vectors, which pairwise satisfy the left side of 
(1) in the particular form of equalities were called “mixing equivalent” and 
the property common to mixing equivalent vectors their “mixing character.” 
m[ p] was used to denote the mixing character of a vector p and the relation 
nz[ $1 > m[ p] may be read as “p’ is more mixed thanp” or “the mising character 
of p’ is larger than the mixing character of p.” Using an equivalent form of the 
inequalities in (1) which is easily confirmed (camp. [6, S]), we present the “more 
mixed relation” as follows: 
DEFINITION 1. 
m[p’l > 4Pl - VzER+: i Ip:---El < f Ip,---21. 
i=l i=l 
Now, the HLP-theorem takes the following concise form. 
THEOREM 1 (HLP-theorem). 
4P’l> 4Pl o 3B~&p'=Bp. 
The parameter 2 in Definition 1 may be replaced by Z/n with l/n denoting 
the components of the uniform vector in R”. Increasing mixing character means 
therefore increasing closeness to the uniform vector or, as pointed out in [6,8], 
decreasing mixing distance from maximal mixing. In consequence of and in 
agreement with physical phenomena and their statistical interpretation, the 
concept of mixing distance should also be applicable to an arbitrary pair of 
vectors in Rn. A correspondingly generalized order relation follows from 
physically stringent arguments [3] and reads with d[p/q] denoting “the mixing 
distance of p from q” as follows: 
DEFINITION 2. 
4P’h I -K 4Pld * VZER+: i Ip~-ZIq~( < i Ipi-ZIq,I. 
i=l i=l 
409/76/1-15 
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Now, recalling that bistrochastic matrices are particular stochastic matrices 
that leave the uniform vector invariant we present the following Theorem 2 
connecting the mixing distance order relation with the action of stochastic 
matrices as an obvious conjecture: 
THEOREM 2 (generalized HLP-theorem). 
d[p’,‘q’] < d[p,‘q] 9 3 s E s: ;: x ;; I 
with S denoting the set of stochastic n x n matrices. 
This theorem, though concerned with discrete mathematics, shall be proved 
for the more general case of functions in Ll([O, 11) using the means of functional 
analysis. 
HLP-THEOREM FOR L1-Fu~c~~o~s ACCORDING TO RYFF [9] 
We need a summary of facts on the mixing character of functions, in order to 
present Ryff’s result in terms which we shall use subsequently. Let us call a 
. . 
positive function p EG([O, 11) with J’,‘p(t) dt = 1 a (probabrhtJr-)density. 
(Note that functions p ELM differing on subspaces of measure zero in [0, I] 
are taken to be equivalent.) The integral P(t) = sip(~) dT sometimes called 
(probability-)distribution function, is a continuous and monotonous function 
on [0, I]. Associated with any given density p E Ll([O, I]) there is a density p* 
which is monotonously decreasing and satisfies the relation p(t) = p*(v(t)), 
where v  is a measure preserving transformation on the interval [0, l] (camp. [9]). 
p* was called “decreasing arrangement of pr” by Ryff;  we prefer the notation 
“diagram density” emphasizing the analogy with the arrangement of rows 
in a Young diagram. The mixing character of a density p permits a variety of 
equivalent definitions, which are straightforward translations from corresponding 
versions in the case of positive vectors and Young diagrams (camp. [3, 6, 81). 
We shall use the equivalence of the following statements. 
(4 4Pl > dP’1, 
(b) $ / p(t) - 11 dt < J; I p’(t) - I I dt V I E Rf, 
(c) si (p(t) - Z)+ dt ,( s: (p’(t) - Z)+ dt V Z E Rf with X+ = max{x, 0}, 
(d) P*(t) < P’*(t), where P*(t) = sip*(~) dT. 
P*(t) corresponds to the partial sums ~YP,(~, in (l), which were used in Ref. [2] 
for proving that the order relation (Definition 1) defines a lattice. The same argu- 
ments apply to L’([O, 11) densities. Therefore the classes of mixing equivalent 
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Ll([O, 11) densities establish a lattice with union and intersection defined as 
follows: 
qJ(m[pl, m[ql) == m[g, where s(t) = $ max(P*(t), Q”(t)), 
inf(m[pl, 4q]) = nl[i], where 
d 
i(t) = dt mm(P*(t), Q*(t)). 
The functions s and i represent proper probability densities of L’([O, 11) since 
the derivatives in the above expressions may be ill defined at most on a subset 
of measure zero. Note that i is a diagram density whereas s, if constructed as 
given above, is not. 
A linear operator B onLl([O, l]), according to Rota’s definition [lo], is called 
bistochastic if it has the following properties: 
(CX) B is positive, 
(B) Ji W)(t) dt = jb-(t> dt v. f  > 0, 
(y) Bl = 1. 
With p, p’ denoting densities and B denoting the set of bistochastic operators 
in Ll([O, 11) instead of normalized vectors and n x n matrices, respectively, 
in nBn, Theorem 1 as given above represents Ryff’s result in terms of the more 
mixed relation. 
THE GENERALIZED HLP-THEOREM 
The following discussion includes the discrete case, since vectors in Rn may 
be considered as step densities of U([O, I]). 
The mixing distance order relation according to Definition 2, extended to 
L*([O, 11) densities allows a variety of equivalent definitions which are the 
respective analogon of these for the mixing character and are proved in Refs. [5, 
81. Here, we need the equivalence of the following statements. 
(4 4 P’MI -=c 4 P/d? 
(b) VZc IX+: .j’: I p’(t) - &z’(t)1 dt < J: I p(t) - Zq(t)I dt, 
(c) VZ E R+: j-i (p’(t) - Zq’(t))+ dt < s; (P(t) - Zq(t))+ dt. 
The concept of mixing distance is associated with the formation of classes 
of mixing distance equivalent pairs defined by 
(P! 4) - (P’, 4’) <z- d[f+d = 4Fidl. 
Substituting the parameter l/Z for Z in (b) or (c) and multiplying subsequently 
both sides of the inequalities with I leads to the following lemma. 
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LEMMA. 
Wd < Wh’l - 4dPl -=c W/P’l* 
It follows that d[p/p] and d[&~] are either identical or incomparable. 
The characterization of the mising distance order relation in terms of 
operations is based on the following definition of stochastic operators Ll([O, 13). 
A linear operator S is called stochastic operator in Li([O, I]) if 
(a) S is positive, 
(8 .f; (V)(t) dt = .kf(t> dt Vf~WP0, 11). 
With $Z denoting the set of such operators and p, q, p’, q’ representing densities, 
the generalized HLP-theorem for G([O, 11) d ensities is formally identical with 
Theorem 2, which we prove now with reference to said densities. 
The proof of 
d[p’/q’] < d[p/‘q] -c= 3 SE S: ;: z $ 
I 
is straightforward since the definition of the mixing distance relation given by 
(b) allows applying the triangle relation for absolute values. 
IO1 I p’(t) - Wt)l dt = l1 I(SP)(t) - 4SqP)l dt G j-’ (S I P - 4 I)(t) dt 
0 
= 
J 
; 1 p(t) - Zq(t)/ dt. 
The proof of 
W/q’1 < Q’ql * 3 S E s: q, = sq I 
p’ = sp 
shall be given in three steps, (a) by assuming that q and q’ are strictly positive 
and (b) and (c) by discussing the problem which arises from zeros of the densities 
q and q’. 
(a) We assume that q is strictly positive and note that the distribution 
function Q(t) = $, q(7) d 7 in consequence is strictly increasing and therefore 
invertible. Thus, Q-‘(t) = u is a transformation of variables in the interval [0, I] 
and allows defining a relative density r,,,(t) in L’([O, 11) as follows: 
Now, the equation 
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entails the equivalence (2). 
4P’h’l < 4Phl - 4~zl’;o’l > 4”a..al with 4 > 0, q’ > 0. (2) 
Since any density of L’([O, 11) can be written as a relative density xD.o with a 
fixed 4 > 0 there are linear and bijective mappings fromLl([O, 11) onto Ll([O, I]) 
representable by stochastic operators T, , T,, and T;l, T,;l such that 
T,P = rD:c,, T,sp’ = rrnr,cp, , 
T,-‘n- -p, P:Q - T,;‘rp,,ss, = p’. 
Because of the HLP-theorem for Lr([O, 11) densities the right side of (2) can 
be written 
x~I,.~. = Bn,;, , where B is a bistochastic operator. 
Noting that T;‘BT, is stochastic, we obtain 
p’ = T,;‘BT,p, 
q’ = T,;‘l = T,;lBl = T;‘BT,q. 
Therefore the relation 
is proved assuming strictly positive reference densities q and q’. 
(b) We take a step towards the general situation in reducing the condition 
of strictly positive reference densities CJ and 4 to the weaker assumption q(t) = 0 
=i p(t) = 0 and q’(t) = 0 * p’(t) = 0. In this case, it is correct to agree 
upon fixing q(t) = 0 3 x~,JQ(~)) = 0 and s’(t) = 0 * x,,’ .R(Q’(t)) =-= 0. Thus, 
both the expressions TT,,, and rr,,~,,~~ become well defined and normalized Lt 
densities on [0, 11, and the result of the proof in (a) follows also under the weaker 
presuppositions of part (b). 
(c) We handle the general case discussing the Z-dependence of the integrals 
Jr = Ji (p(t) - /q(t))+ dt by means of a new parameter S. that is related to 1 
as follows: 
Thereby the nonnegative range 0 < 1 is bijectively mapped onto /3/a: < s < 1~i/3 
and exclusively negative values of 1 correspond to s < B/CY and a//3 < S. A 
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simple calculation shows, that for each of the ranges 0 < s < /3/a and a!@ < s 
the following expression is, respectively, definite. 
2 - j3’ 
20 for O<s<P 
= ___ (p(t) - 4?(t)) 
Ly.’ 
pt 01 
<O for ” < s. 
B 
Therefore we have for any p and q: 
f [(zP(~) + t’%(t)) - @P@) + dWl+ dt = 1 - ~9 
Nap(t) + Bdt)) - @P(t) + 4n1+ dt = 0. 
From this, one concludes the following equivalence 
V s E R+: 1’ [(q’(t) + ,4’(t)) - @!W + q’(t))l+ dt 
-0 
G eol Nap(t) + Pdf) - #P(t) + ~dt))l+ dt F 
-=- v I E Iw+: lo1 (~‘(4 - WN+ dt < .c,l (P(t) - W))+ 4 
or, in concise form, 
d ;;: ; $1 < d r$$$] [ - d[P’/q’l< d[Pi’ql. 
Our Lemma indicates that this equivalence remains true if densities and reference 
densities are interchanged; in other words, our result is valid for OL 5 p, 
01-t /3 = 1. For all 01 f  0,01+ p = 1 on the other hand, we have the following 
conclusions: 
,@(t) + q(t) = 0 z. aP(t) + l%(t) = 0, 
Pp’(t) + “q’(t) = 0 ;;- tip’(t) + /34’(t) = 0, 
where p, q, p’, q’ are arbitrary densities without restricting conditions. Thus, 
following the reasoning of the proof, part (b), we conclude: 
d[p’:q’] < d[P!ql * ,,.,.(~P’+Bq’==S(olp+Bq) 
. &J’ + “4’ = S(PP + “4). 
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With a f  /3, it follows that 
p’ = sp, 
q’ = sq. 
This result completes the proof of the conjectured HLP-theorem for L’([O, 11) 
densities and in particular for vectors in R”. 
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